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Vocabulary Words 

• Photography: The art or process of producing images by the action of radiant energy and 
especially light on a sensitive surface 

• Photograph: A picture or likeness created using photography 
• Photographer: A person taking a photograph.  There are two general types: 

o Home photographer: A person who takes photos of things as a hobby  
o Professional photographer: A person who sells their photos for money, for whom 

photography is a career. These people may or may not have an interest in their 
subjects. 

• Portrait: A picture of a person, usually showing the face. 
• Studio: A place where an artist works. 
• Develop: To use chemicals to fix a photograph so it can be taken into light without fading  
• Dark Room: A room with almost no light used to develop photographs. 
• Negative: An inverted image created by a camera.  This image can be made into positive 

(right way) image after it is developed.  
• Film: A flexible light sensitive material used for photographic negatives 

 

 

  

Camera Obscura: This way of projecting images was 
recorded as early as 500 B.C.  The projected image was 
traced, as there was no way to preserve the image.  The 
name did not come into use until 1604.  This was very 
popular way of recording images until the early 1800s.

1826/7: Nicéphore Niépce produces the first 
photograph. It’s of a nature scene. It takes eight hours to 
take the photo—a long time to not move!
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1995: Several companies introduce the first digital 
cameras for everyone.  These cameras allow the public 
to immediately see their photographs and print them 
out.  The digital file, along with the rise of the internet, 
allows pictures to be shared as never before. 

1999: The first camera phone, the VP-210 by Kyocera, is 
introduced.  This combined two new technologies.

2007: The IPhone is introduced, beginning the era of 
smartphones.  This technology leads to photography 
becoming a part of our lives like never before. 
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Test your knowledge of photography: 

1) Someone has brought you a photograph they say was taken in 1706.  Could it be real? 
Defend your answer. 
 

 

 

 

 

2) How did what photographs capture change over time? Why? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) The beginning of home photography was a big change. What does this change in 
technology mean for historians and what kinds of photographs are available to them?   
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